
Vulnerable?Vulnerable?Vulnerable?Vulnerable?    
In whose eyes? 

Am I vulnerable or do I make you feel 
uncomfortable? 

Do we all have to be the same, fit the 
same mould? 

Tall 
Short 
Fat 
Thin 
Blind 

Sighted 
Deaf 

Hearing 
Walking 

In a wheel chair 
Old 

Young 
Male 

Female 
Happy 
Sad 
Loud 
Quiet 

Involved 
On the sidelines 

Or just DIFFERENT! 
Jesus liked and accepted people who 

were different 
Do we? 

    

I’m very lonely.I’m very lonely.I’m very lonely.I’m very lonely.    
    

I’m very lonely 
It’s hard to make the first move 

Have I got the courage, the 

strength, the will to try this thing 

called Church? 

What can this place offer me?   

I’m so different from other people 

I feel very uncomfortable 

I don’t know anybody 

I really don’t like it here 

It must get better. 

Someone smiled 

Are they coming over? 

What will I say? 

They look friendly enough 

“Hello, it’s lovely to see you” 

Actually this isn’t to bad 

I know that person 

I’ve seen her in the Co-op 

I didn’t know they went to church. 

 

We reach out to the vulnerableWe reach out to the vulnerableWe reach out to the vulnerableWe reach out to the vulnerable    

Bodies once strong but now destroyable 

Minds teetering on the edge of reason. 

The frail who used to be the venerable 

In every town, in every region 

Who seem now worthless and dispensable. 

Souls full of hope and full of reason 

We reach out to the vulnerable 

A word in time, a word in season 

To visitors instantly scareable 

Concealing strength beneath submission 

And beauty just like in any fable. 

Vulnerable people.Vulnerable people.Vulnerable people.Vulnerable people.    
    
As you go through your busy life 
Don’t just look and walk on past 
Think about those who don’t have a life as good as ours. 
Think about those who are old, disabled, poorly, lonely, or uneducated. 
How can we help the vulnerable people? 
 
There are lots of things we could do, 
Like – be their friend and visit them, 
Talk to them, teach them, or take them presents. 
LOVE. Love them for the things that they can teach us.  
Care for everyone. 
Can you give them your time and care? 

 
 
 

People who are vulnerablePeople who are vulnerablePeople who are vulnerablePeople who are vulnerable    
Beyond the normal limits 
That’s where I need to reach 
Out into deeper water 
Not resting on the beach 
And “deeper” might mean other, 
People hard to know 
But to truly welcome others 
There’s a depth I need to go 
Within, deep in my selfhood 
To a place where fear is faced 
Where mortality is named 
And humanity embraced 
For “people who are vulnerable” aren’t odd folks I can see, 
For “people who are vulnerable” are people just like me. 
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Help!Help!Help!Help!    

I want to help 

Is the task too big 

Tell them, show them, there is a 

place – come! 

In this place we have lots of things 

Who will come? 

When we come we meet 

Why do we need to reach our 

potential? 

Reach out to the vulnerable 

Will they be fulfilled? 

Who is vulnerable – what do they 

feel and think? 

We offer comfort, food, warmth, 

security, friendship 

Who are we? 

Every one is different  

What they want is different 

What they need – can we give? 

Round and round in circles –

HELP! 

    
    

The VagrantThe VagrantThe VagrantThe Vagrant    
    

On the verdant banks 

The vagrant stands precariously 

Where the torrent flows forlornly 

Depriving him of further 

advancement 

And of reaching his objective 

desire 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

    
Questions I ask myselfQuestions I ask myselfQuestions I ask myselfQuestions I ask myself    
 
What day is it? 

What am I supposed to be doing? 

Am I supposed to be going 

anywhere? 

Where is my purse? 

Where is my handbag? 

Who will I see today? 

Who will I talk to? 

I hope I won’t be taken ill. 

Who will look after me? 

Have I enough money left? 

It’s not much fun getting old. 

Where will I be when I die> 

Will I go to heaven? 

Will it be painful or will it be 

peaceful? 

Is there a God? 

Will he know me? 

What is heaven? 

Is there life after death? 

I say my prayers every day 

Does it make a better person or 

do I just think it does? 

Do I really believe? 

Have I faith?  

Who will answer my questions? 

 
 

Unstopping the earsUnstopping the earsUnstopping the earsUnstopping the ears    
The deaf are difficult to see. 
They have no sign or mark. 

We know them because they just don’t get it. 
They do not acknowledge our speech 

The do not laugh at our jokes 
Their TV deafens us 

They think they do not need a hearing aid  
And they do, they do! 

But then they fiddle and whistle 
They frown and complain 

“Why do they mumble?  Why do the young not speak clearly?”  
“The loop system is not working…” 

Deafness isolates 
The vulnerable deaf challenge us to love 

If we are deaf, we can encourage 
Life does not stop at deafness 

But a hearing aid does aid hearing 
It does not replace an ear 

It does not work well in bars, winds, parties, noisy places, Wesleys café  
But it does enable couples to communicate 
Loved ones to hear, speakers to persevere 

Love the deaf!  Hear their need! 
Jesus helped the deaf to hear 

We can aid them too 
Let those with ears, let them hear. 

 
 
    

The Door is OpenThe Door is OpenThe Door is OpenThe Door is Open    
    

You stand alone, waiting, the door is open 
Let me take your hand 
Come sit by me 
No longer one but two 
We journey on 
You stand alone, waiting 
The door is open 
Come and join our team 
And we will play together 
You stand alone wondering 
The door is open 
Come and kneel by me 
And we will pray together 


